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Shockley-type surface states on low-index faces of Cu-based 
alloys with polyvalent solutes 

R Prasadt, A Y Serageldin and A Bansil 
Department of Physics. Northeatem Uni-ity, Boston, MA 02115, USA 

Received 2 3  August 1990 

Abstract .  We consider Shodrley-type surface states (sss) in substitutionally dis- 
ordered alloys. For this purpose the Green fundion for the semi-infinite system is 
obtained by matching the bulk Korringa-Koh-Rostoker coherent pokntial approx- 
imation (KKR-CPA)  Grem function with the free-electmn Green function on the 
bounding surface. The formalism is applied to calculate binding e n e e s  and disor- 
der induced smearins of the Y-centred sss on the (110) surface and the r- centred 
sss on the (111) surfaces of Cu. CueoAllo, Cu~oZmo, and CusoGe~o. Our the- 
oretical predictions with regard to changes in the binding energy and the disordcr 
induced smearing in Cue0 All0 where corresponding angle-resolved photoemission ex- 
periments are  available for comparison are in reasonable accord with measurement$. 
Our computations indicate that the binding energy of the sss in Cu-based alloys will 
genelally increase with increasing electron/atom (e/a) ratio. 

1. Introduct ion 

Although the bulk electronic structure of disordered alloys has been studied extensively 
in recent years, relatively little work exists concerning their surface electronic struc- 
ture. As is well known, the presence of the surface can induce substantial changes 
in electronic structure, causing in particular the appearance of new types of states 
localized in the surface region; such surface states have in fact been observed in angle 
resolved photoemission experiments in a number of alloys (Pessa el  al 1981, Asonen 
el al 1982, Jordan and Sohal 1982, Rao el ai 1984, Asonen el .a! 1985, Heimann el 
a[ 1981; for a review see Bansil and Pessa 1983, Jordan and Durham 1989.) In this 
article, we consider one class of surface states, namely the Shockley surface states 
(SSS), associated with the semi-infinite surface of a disordered alloy. (For a general 
review see, e.g., Inglesfield (1982).) Specific results for the low-index faces of Cu and 
Cu-based solid solutions with polyvalent impurities Zn, AI, and Ge are presented and 
discussed. 

Our formal approach is to employ the Green function matching method used ex- 
tensively by Inglesfield and co-workers (Inglesfield (1982) and references therein; for a 
general discussion of the method see Garcia-Moliner and Flores (1979)) in a number of 
surface related problems, to construct the average Green function for the semi-infinite 
alloy by matching the vacuum and bulk Green functions on the bounding surface. 
The bulk Green function is obtained on the basis of the Korringa-Kohn-Rmtoker 

t Permanent address: Physics Department, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India 
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coherent potential approximation (KKR-CPA) scheme for treating a randomly disor- 
dered alloy. (For a review and further references see: Bansil 1987, Stocks and Winter 
1984, Ehrenreich and Schwartz 1976.) The presence of the surface is modelled as 
an abrupt potential step. These approximations obviously imply a rather idealized 
model of a surface. Nevertheless, such an approach has yielded reasonable results in 
describing aspects of the surface electronic structure in several cases of pure metals 
and disordered alloys. (See reviews by Inglesfield 1982, Jordan and Durham 1989.) 

Concerning related work, the Green function matching of the sort invoked in the 
present study is presumably implicit in the formalism of Durham and co-workers 
(Durham 1984) who have considered angle-resolved photoemission intensities in d i 5  
ordered alloys based on the one-step model of Pendry (1976); these authors have in 
particular calculated SSS in CuNi(ll1) and CuPd(l l1)  binary alloys (Jordan and 
Durham 1989). We note also some tight-binding model Hamiltonian work in connec- 
tion with surface states in alloys. (Berk 1975, Ishida et a1 1976, Velicky and Kudrnosky 
1977, Wysokinski el al 1980, Bullet 1982.) 

An outline of this article is as follows. These introductory remarks are followed 
in section 2 by a summary of the formalism used. Only the briefest presentation of 
the formalism is given in order to enable us to state clearly the approximations in- 
voked and the equations used in the computations; the general aspects of the Green 
function matching method and the multiple scattering theory techniques have been 
described extensively in the literature. An explicit secuIar equation for the %%bands 
in a disordered alloy is derived. Section 3 gives details of muffin-tin potentials and 
other model parameters used in the calculations, and presents and discusses the bind- 
ing energies and disorder induced smearings of the ?-centred SSS on (110) surface and 
the I?-centred SsS on the (111) surface of Cu and Cu-based soIid solution Cu,,AI,,, 
Cu,oZn,,, and CugoGe,,. The theoretical predictions are compared with the mea- 
surements in Cu,oAllo where corresponding angle-resolved photoemission results are 
availablet. The concluding discussion in section 4 comments further on the limitations 
of our model, and gives a summary of our results. 

2. Theoretical formulation 

El .  General equations 

An outline of the Green function matching approach (Inglesfield 1982) is as follows. 
Consider two regions I and 11, with potentials VI and respectively, separated by 
the surface S. The Green functions G, and GI, for the two regions are given by the 
equations 

(-Vz+ V1(r) - E)Gl(r ,r ' )  = --b(r,r') 

(-0' + &(r) - E)GIl(i-, i-') = -6(r,r') 

The Green function G for the combined system I + I1 satisfies 

(-Va + V ( r )  - E)G(r , r ' )  = - ~ ( T , T ' )  (3) 

t The present CusoAllo alloy results were presented by Serageldin et 41 (1990) 
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where V = V, when T is in region I, and V = V,, when r is in region 11. Multiplying 
equation (3) by GI and (1) by G, subtracting, and integrating over the volume of 
region I ,  upon using Green's theorem yields 

for r ,  r' in region I, and 

for T in region I1 and r' in region I. Here 6'/6'n, denotes the normal derivative outward 
from I .  Setting r = rI in equations (4) and (5) yields two simultaneous equations 
that can be solved for the surface values G(rS,r ' )  and 8G'(r,,T')/8ns by expanding 
these quantities in terms of i n  appropriate complete set of functions. G ( ~ , T ' )  is then 
determined uniquely for all T and T' from the surface values of G via equations (4) 
and (5). 

2.2. Bulk alloy and free-electron Green functions 

In order to treat the ideal semi-infinite surface of a disordered alloy, we take GI to be 
the bulk KKR-CPA Green function G,, and GI, to be the free electron Green function 
Go. For simplicity, the bulk alloy potential is assumed to extend right up to the 
surface, where it abruptly changes to the vacuum potential with the step Vo. The 
relevant form of G, for the random binary alloy A,B, (with y 1 - z) of non- 
overlapping muffin-tin potentials (radius R,) is well known (see Stocks and Winter 
1984, Bansil 1987) and may be written in t e r m  of the regular and irregular solutions 

and R:(B) of the radial Schrzdinger equation in the A(B) muffin-tin sphere, 
normalized such that outside the muffin-tin sphere (i.e. for r 2 R,) 

Here are the phase-shifts associated with the A(B) potential evaluated at energy 
E and K s a. qr and j ,  are the spherical Neumann and Bessel functions respectively. 
The Green function G;"(r, r') when T and r' both lie in the nth cell is given by 

G!"(T,T') = .CY,.(i.)Cci[IcR~(r)CtRf(r') - R j ( r ) @ ( r ' ) ] y ~ ( @ ) .  (7) 

The index i runs over atomic species, with cA = 8 and cB = y. YL(i) are real spherical 
harmonics, and 

L i 

(8) = -DA(B)TOO 
L LL 

where 
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Here q E  are the energy-shell matrix elements of the KKR-CPA path operator, T, A(W 

and rfpA are on the energy-shell matrix elements of the t-matrices for atom A(B) 
and the CPA effective atom, respectively. The Green function G;"'(r,r') for the case 
when r and r' are in different unit cells, with r lying in the nth cell and r' in the mth 
cell is given by 

where 

. PfL,(n - m) = D i q F D L , .  (11) 

The symmetry of the semi-infinite system can be exploited by considering suitable 
periodic Green functions, rather than the functions G, and Go. For this purpose we 
define partial Fourier transforms e,, and eOK for a wavevector K parallel to the 
surface Brillouin zone (SBZ), where 

GaK(r,r ' )  = x G , ( r , d  - RL)exp(-iK. RL) (12) 
m 

with a similar expression for GoK.  Here the summation extends over the N ,  vectors 
{RL} of the surface lattice. GaK can be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform 

of the bulk Green function, where the sum runs over the N lattice points {Rm}, and 
h is a Bloch waveector. The relation between and Gok is 

where d is the interplanar distance: K and k, are the parallel and normal components 
of k respectively. 

We now introduce the angular momentum representation 

An explicit formula for the coefficients 6aK,LL, is obtained straightforwardly by using 
equations (7)-(14). The results is 
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where we have defined 

pFL,(K) = Di ( Z  - J_.ilJ,dkI GI?(E;K, (17) 

rCPA L ~ ,  ( E , b )  = c T j G e x p ( - i k  * R,) + T&,, 

m#.O 

(18) 
CPA -1s = [(TL ) L L ,  - B(k ,  E)L,y]-' + T,O~,~LL,.  

Here B ( k ,  E )  is the matrix of the familiar KI<R structure colystants. The angular 
momentum decomposition of the free electron Green function GOK(r ,  r') is obtained 
similasly. Thus we have 

G d r , ~ ' )  = CG~K,LL,(r , r ' )YL( i )YL, ( fO (19) 
LL' 

with 

GO,,L~(T,  r') = -yj,(iyr,)hj1'(iyr,)6LL, + ~ i & i 7 r ) j ~ , ( i 7 # )  

@,;, = 4&fJ ~ i - " ' N ~ l , [ - 7 ~ h 1 , ,  (i7Ri) exp(iK. Rj)YL,,(k,)] 

(20) 

where 

(21) 
L" j 

with 7' = Vo - E.  -yZ is the electron energy with respect to the vacuum zero and 

NLl, = JdnYL(a)YL,(n)YL,,(a) (22) 

are the Gaunt numbers. 
The implementation of the precedhg formalism is simplified if one uses Green 

functions 6:; and Gg (rather than Go, and Go,) which satisfy Neumann-type 
boundary conditions at the matching surface, i.e. 

Such Green functions are easily constructed from Go, and Go, and their derivatives. 
The spherical harmonic expansions for and G?: are given by 

where GaK and GoK are the spherical harmonics expansions of e;oK and eo, respec- 
tively over a WS sphere of radius Rs, GhK and EhK are the corresponding derivatives, 
and 

is a matrix which involves an integral of the spherical harmonics over the matching 
surface S. 
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2.3. Green function for the semi-infinite alloy surface 

The Green function ~ , (T ,T ’ )  for the combined system (defined in a manner analogous 
to  equation (12)) can be obtained in terms of C?yZ and GYZ by using the matching 
conditions (4) and (5). Hereafter, following Inglesfield (1978; such an approximation 
is commonly invoked in the theory of muffin-tin systems) we will approximate the unit 
cell by a Wigner-Seitz (WS) sphere. The matching surface then becomes part of the 
WS sphere surface in the shape of a spherical ‘cap’. We thus have 

for r and r’ inside the WS sphere, and 

Equations (29) and (30) may be written in a compact matrix notation as 

Solving for the derivative, we obtain 

& = (R:M)-’[G‘r$ -k cy$)]- 1 G a ~  -ws . 

Using (32) in (27), keeping definition (26) in mind, yields 

which is the desired expression for the semi-infinite alloy surface Green function in 
terms of the bulk KKR-CPA and the free electron Green functions. 
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2.4. Shockley-type surface state bands 

The spectral density of states associated with the Green function G K ( ~ ,  T' )  is 

e,,K ( E )  = - T - ' /  d3r ImGK(v,v) = eoK(E)  + ebK(E)  
ws 

with the definitions 

(34) 

(35) 

e s K ( E )  is periodic in the SBZ and is the surface analogue of the Bloch spectral density 
in a bulk system. An integral of e r K ( E )  over K yields the density of states. The 
contribution eaK(E) on the right side of (34) arises from the bulk alloy Green function 
and gives the projection of the Bloch spectral density on to the SBZ. The second term 
ebK(E)  represents the surface contribution, giving additional peaks in the spectral 
density whenever 

This is the secular equation for obtaining Shockley state bands for the semi-infinite 
alloy surface. For a fixed K, the roots E,(K) of (37) will be real for a perfect 
crystal surface. In an alloy, on the other hand, (37) will in general yield 'complex' 
surface energy bands; the imaginary part of E,(K) represents the disorder scattering 
of surface states. 

3. Results for low-index faces of Cu-based alloys 

9.1. Computationai details 

The Cu, Al, Zn, and Ge muffin-tin potentials used in the present calculations are non- 
self-consistent and are based on the Herman-Skillman charge densities overlapped on 
the FCC Cu lattice of lattice constant 6.8309 an via the Mattheiss procedure. The 
specific muffin-tin potentials used in this work are identical to those employed in 
our previous studies of CuAl(Asonen e t  a1 1982), CuZn (Prasad et al 1981), and 
CuGe (Prasad and B a n d  1982, Bansil et a /  1984) solid solutions, where they yield a 
reasonable accord with the corresponding bulk band structures deduced from angle- 
resolved photoemission and other experiments. In computing the Green function for 
the semi-infinite surface, the height of the surface step V, was chosen to reproduce the 
measured work function W from the calculated Fermi energy E, using the relation, 
V, = E, + W .  In Cu, W for the (110) surface is 4.49 eV, and E ,  is 8.40 eV, 
giving V, = 12.9 eV. The Shockley states discussed in this article were found to be 
quite insensitive to variations on the order of 0.1 eV in the value of the parameter 
V,. Differences in the values of work function between various low-index faces of Cu, 
and between Cu and Cu-based alloys of present interest are generally less than a few 
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tenths of an eV, as are the differences in the Fermi energies between Cu and the alloys 
considered in this work. For this reason, we also used Vo d 2 . 9  eV in the alloy surface 
calculations. For the results given below, the matching surface in all cases was taken 
to be the hemispherical upper portion of the WS sphere (radius 2.67 au). A number 
of other computations using larger, as well as smaller, values of the effective radius 
of the matching sphere surface were carried out in order to ascertain the effect of the 
position of the matching surface on the SSS energy. While the absolute values of the 
surface states do  vary with these changes as expected, the relative shifts in the surface 
state positions upon alloying, our main focus in this article, were found to be quite 
insensitive to such variations in the parameters of the model potential. 

The present computer codes were checked extensively in the limiting case of a pure 
metal where they reproduce the detailed results concerning the surface state position 
and the phase of the surface Green function in Ni(001) given by Inglesfield (1978) 
for the Wakoh (1965) Ni potential. Care is needed in evaluating the Green function 
expansion co-efficients GaKLL, (cf equation (16)) which in view of equations (17)-(18) 
involve integrals with a singular integrand in the puremetal limit. We evaluated these 
integrals by adding a small imaginary part of % low5 Ryd in energy; the accuracy 
of the results was however checked by test calculations with much smaller imaginary 
parts of energy. This procedure was also employed in obtaining the path operators Too 
in Cu. The KKR-CPA scattering phase shifts in Cu,,AIlo, Cu,,Zn,,, and Cu,,Gel0, 
and the path operators in Cu as well as the alloy were calculated over a fine (a few 
mRyd) mesh in energy in order to obtain the complex bulk energy bands in the alloy 
accurately in the energy region of the surface states. 

0 8  7 77-r7- -1- 

sss(Theory) . E F L  - - - I --.I - E' - - - - - - - - - 0.6 
2 
h 
M 
k 0.5 
w 

0.4 

0.3 0.3 - L L L J L L A <  

0.5 0.6 0 7 0 8  0 5  0.6 0 7  O U  
ka/2n ks/Zn 

Figure 1. Bulk energy bands along the straight h e  joining k = (0 ,0 ,0 ,5)2n/o  and 
the symmetry point L in the BriUouin zone in: ( a )  Cu, and ( b )  CusoAlio, rele-t 
to the ?-centred Shockley stake on the (110) surface. The bands in the alloy are of 
course complex, but are shown without their disorder induced widths for simplicity. 
The horizontal lines mark the positiom of the Fermi ene-y EF (broken line), the 
experimental values of binding energy of the Shoddey surface stat- sss (after Asonen 
et  a l (1982) ,  chain line). and the theoretically predicted sss binding energies (prenent 
work, full line). 
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Figure 2. As figure I but for the I=-centred Shockley state on the (111) surfwe. 
The relevant bulk bands along the r-L symmetry direction are shown. 

Our procedure for investigating surface states was as follows. The projected bulk 
bands at various K-points in the SBZ in Cu and the alloys (the energy bands in the 
disordered alloy are of course complex) were calculated. If a band gap existed in 
the projected bulk bands, we searched for possible Shockley state solutions of equa- 
tion (37). Figure l is illustrative in this regard for the (110) surface; i t  shows bulk 
bands in Cu and Cu,,Allo for various kI values for a fixed ICll corresponding to the 
7 point in the SBZ. An sp-like band gap is seen to exist below EF with an edge at 
the position of the L,, level in both Cu and Cu,,AI,,. By examining the zeros of the 
determinant of the surface matrix G::, we find sss in Cu and Cu,,AI,, a t  energies 
of 0.594 Ryd (0.33 eV below E?) and 0.565 Ryd (0.79 eV below EF) respectively. For 
the (111)-surface the bulk bands along the I?-L direction were considered in order to 
study the I’-centred SSS; see figure 2 for the case of Cu and CU,~AI,,. Here SSS were 
found at energies of 0.6 Ryd (0.25 eV below EF) and 0.573 Ryd (0.68 eV below EF) 
for Cu(ll1) and the alloy respectively. The disorder induced smearing of the surface 
states in alloys were estimated from the FWHM of the associated spectral peak, i.e. 
the integrand in equation (36). In this manner the low-index surfaces, (OOl), (110), 
and ( l l l ) ,  were studied. No band gaps in the vicinity of the Fermi energy were found 
in the (001) case, and therefore a further investigation of the surface states was not 
pursued. The results for the (110) and (111) surfaces of Cu and Cu-based alloys are 
discussed below. 

3.2. (110) and (111) surfaces of Cur Cu, ,Al , , ,  Cu70Zn,o, and Cu, , ,Ge, ,  

The results for the 7’-centred sss on the (110) surface and the ?-centred SSS on the 
(111) surface are summarized in tables 1 and 2 respectively. A direct comparison 
between theory and experiment is only possible in Cu and CuAl where these SSS have 
been observed in angle-resolved photoemission experiments (Asonen et al 1982); SSS 
were not observed in aagle-resolved photoemission experiments on CuGe by B a n d  
et a[ (1984), most likely due to a poor surface quality. We are not aware of any 
corresponding experiments in CuZn alloys. 
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Table 1. The calculated binding enerpies, Eg (theory), and &he associated &SOP 

dercd induced smearin@ (FWHM), 6E (theory), for the 9-centred Shoddey state on 
the (110) surface in Cu and Cu-based d o y e ;  the eledmnlatom rstios (e/a) for various 
alloys are givem. The experimental values for Cu(ll0) and CueoAlio(110) arc h m  
angleresolved photoemission experiments of Asonen et a1 (1962); 6E (experiment) 
is estimated from the observed widths of the sss-feature in Cu m d  CugoAllo; come 
sponding data for other alloys is not available. Theoretical and experimental values 
of sbifts in the sss-binding energy with respect to Cu we given in the mth and sixth 
columns, respectively. Units are eV throughout. 6ELhea'Y = ( B p  - E?)theory, 

6EgP' = (E$"' - EBC').xpt. 

cu 1.0 0.33 0.39 
CusoAlio 1.2 0.79 0.74 0.46 0.35 0.45 0.36 
Cu~oZnso 1.3 0.95 0.62 0.34 
CugoGeto 1.3 1.27 0.94 1.02 

cu 1.0 0.25 0.40 
CueaAlto 1.2 0.68 0.80 0.43 0.40 0.45 0.47 
CuioZluo 1.3 0.85 
CusoGelo 1.3 1.16 

0.60 
0.91 

0.34 
0.99 

Tables 1 and 2 show reasonable agreement between theory and experiment in Cu 
and Cu,,All,. In particular, the theoretically predicted increase in binding energy of 
the SSS (the fifth column in each table) for both surfaces agrees with the corresponding 
measured increase in sign; the agreement with regard to the magnitude of the shift 
appears to be somewhat better for the (111) surface. Note, however, that the con- 
centration of A1 in the surface region in the experiments of Asonen et al (1982) was 
estimated to be about 13%; therefore the computed shifts should perhaps be propor- 
tionately scaled upwards. The theoretical values for the disordered induced smearing 
of the SSS in the alloy are in reasonable agreement with the measured increases (the 
eighth column in each table) in the line widths (FWRM) in the alloy compared with 
Cu. In general of course a surface state will be broadened in the real system by 
other mechanisms (e.g. surface imperfections) which are not included in the present 
theoretical estimate. 

With reference to tables 1 and 2, we see that the theoretically predicted binding 
energy of the SSS increases with increasing electron/atom (e/.) ratios upon adding 
polyvalent impurities. A substantial solute dependence is nevertheless seen in that 
while e/a values for Cu,oZn,, and Cu,,Gel, are the same, the SSS parameters are 
quite different. Interestingly, the measured position of the SSS in the isoelectronic alloy 
CuAu 1s essentially unchanged from Cu, and in CuPd where electrons are depleted 
from the Fermi energy, the SSS is observed to move to lower binding energies with 
increasing Pd content in angle resolved photoemission experiments (Asonen et al 1985, 
Rao et al 1984); as noted above, the experimental SSS data in CuZn and CuGe is not 
available. However, angle-resolved photoemission calculations in Cu-rich CuNi(ll1) 
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and CuPd( l l1)  yield an SSS feature at a lower binding energy (Jordan and Durham 
1989). Physically, the (110) as well as the (111) sss arises from bulk sp states in 
the vicinity of the L,, level. Figures 1 and 2 show that the L,, level is lowered 
substantially in the alloy, as the average potential in the unit cell becomes more 
attractive upon adding Al. (A similar effect occurs in CuZn and CuGe.) Therefore, 
the movement of the Shockley state to a higher binding energy in the alloy is to be 
expected qualitatively. The magnitude of the SSS shift however is generally less than 
that of the L,, level. This effect may be understood as being a consequence of the 
fact that a surface state is less sensitive than the bulk levels to potential changes in 
the bulk unk cell because the surface is surrounded by bulk atoms on only one side. 
In Cu,,Al,,, for example, the magnitude of the SSS-shift is only about half as much 
as that of the L,,-level. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The use of non-self-consistent potentials in our work deserves further comment. In 
principle, the formalism can be developed to obtain aone-site restricted Green function 
(as opposed to the average Green function, equation (37)) for a single atom placed 
in the effective KKR-CPA medium in the presence of the surface. The charge density 
on any site may then be computed, providing a basis for a self-consistent scheme. In 
actual practice, however, such a procedure will be computationa1y quite demanding. 
One important consequence of the fact that we are using the same KKR-CPA scattering 
potential in all layers is that our model is unable to treat Tamm-type surface states; 
an extension of the formalism to allow a different potential in a t  least the topmost 
surface layer is necessary to obtain such surface states. On the other hand, Shockley 
states which arise mainly from the mere presence of the surface itself should not be 
very sensitive to details of the shape of the potential. These considerations provide 
some justification for assuming that the changes in the Shockley state characteristics 
upon alloying, our main motivation for this study, may be given reasonably within the 
framework of our model. 

In conclusion, we have developed a Green function matching approach to study 
Shockley states on an ideal semi-infinite surface of a disordered alloy. Results for 
the low-index faces of Cu, Cu,,Al,,, Cu,,Zn,,, and Cu9,Gel,'are presented. Flea- 
sonable agreement is found between theoretical predictions and the corresponding 
angle-resolved photoemission measurements with regard to the characteristic effects 
of alloying A1 (i.e. changes in binding energy, and disorder induced smearing) on the 
Shockley states of Cu; it would be interesting to obtain experimental Shockley state 
paramters in CuZn and CuGe alloys. Our calculations indicate that the Shockley 
state binding energy will generally increase with an increasing electron/atom ratio 
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